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Vacation Pix that Pop!
I 'm lying on my stomach balancing Bella, my Nikon, on a

I rock. The mist and sun creates too-bright a backdrop as I
I try to capture an image of a sealwith my longest lens. First
try comes out as a silhouette. "Change to spot metering," says

my instructor. "And focus on the eye. Stop breathing!"

Six hours into a photography workshop on the Isle of Ar-
ran in the Hebrides and I'm tiring. My husband and I are

Jackie Newman's (Arran in Focus) only students, and we've
photographed sea and sky, golden glens, cloudscapes, por-
traits and wildlife.

"Okay, time for tea in my studio," announces Jackie.
"We'll take a look at your photos on my hi-definition screen

and critique them."
My heart lurches - 1yg'yg all experienced the discovery

that our photos aren't as good they looked on the camera
screen. I've been disappointed countless times by fizzy fo-
cus, wonky horizons, and underexposed faces. What makes it
worse is you often can't go back and retake the shot.

I photograph with my phone, a point-and-shoot, and a big
digital camera with interchangeable lenses (dSLR). All three
can take photos that are good enough for print, which proves

that mistakes are never the camera's, but the photographer's.
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Tips that wlll improve your vacation photos:
Jackie told us, "Give your camera a chance"

. Learn the manual and travel with it.

. Set your camera to the highest quality image that it al-
lows. E.g. JPG FINE
. Shoot outside during the best light - before 10am and

after 4pm in summer. At midday, shadows are deep and

obscure detail. People squint when facing the sun, too, and

sunlight causes unsightly shadows underneath noses and

hat brims.
. Don't rush; consider each shot.
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. Check where the light is shining from. If it's behind your
subjects, they'Il tum out underexposed (too dark) or sil-
houetted. Try moving them into bright shade or put your-
self into a position that shifts the light to one side. If not
possible, your camera can make allowances see next sec-

tion.
. Get off "Auto" and experiment with the "P" mode (pro-
gram).
. Use people or objects to give scale to your landscapes,

spaces and buildings. "Often landscapes just need some

foreground," Jackie reminds me. "Get low and focus about

one third into the scene." Higher can work too.
. Shoot lots, using different angles and settings. Walk
around, move in and out, kneel, lie down.

Basics that prevent common mistakes:
Fuzzy focus is the most widespread error:

. Many things cause this but the main reason is camera

shake. As we hold phones and point-and-shoots at arm's
length, just breathing or pushing the shutter will cause

shake. The solution is to wedge them on something. I also

attach a pocket tripod to my point-and-shoot that gives me

a firmer grip.
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. A big camera suffers shake because of weight and long
lenses, although you can push it hard against your eyebrow

when using the viewflnder. If unable to wedge it, I hold my
arms tight to my chest; if I'm lower, I'11 secure an elbow
on my knee. I may increase the shutter speed, or use a tri-
pod. (More ideas: http://digital-photography-school.com/
how-to-avoid-camera-shake/),
. Make sure you allow time for your camera to focus af-

ter you've pressed the shutter halfway down (beeps when

done) or tap the phone screen over the focal point.
. When shooting images of people or wildlife, focus on the

nearest eye.

Wonky horizons and buildings leaning to one side are the

second most frequent mistake: if your camera screen or view-
finder doesn't have a grid superimposed, use its vertical or
horizontal sides to line up.

Returning to backlit sr-rbjects: they tend to be dark (under-

exposed), because the camera exposes for the brightness be-

hind, especially with bright sky or sea. You have two options:
. For phones and point-and-shoots, use fill flash tun't

or'r your built-in flash arrd fire. Check if the image is too

bright; if so, step back. This also works well in very poor

light and for night porlraits. lt's a lifesaver.

. If your camera allows spot metering, tum it on and focus

on the object or tap the phone screen over the sarne spot.

The background may be washed out, but the subject will
look better.

Using your builrin flash inside often results in weird
shadows around people and objects. The best solution is to
move your subject(s) well away from anything behind them,
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Sirnplify your life.

Right-sizing frees up roorn for living! When
you live at an Amica retirement community
you eliminate the worry of home maintenance
and upkeep. And you enjoy fresh-prepared
meals and liveiy social activities. Sirnply tour
to find ou.t more.

VISIT US
TODAY

Move in this Spring! Call to
arrange your personal tour
and cornplimentary lunch!
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Arnica at Arnica at
Beechwood Village Douglas [Iouse
2Jrg Mills Road 5o Douglas Street

Sidney, BC Victoria, BC
25o.655.o849 250.383.6258

Amica at Arnica at
Sornerset House Rid.eau Manor
54o Dallas Road r85o RosserAvenr.re

Victoria, BC Burnaby, BC
z5o.38o.9rzr 6o4.z9r.179z

Arnica at Arnica at-WestVancouver Arbutus Manor
659 C1yile Avenu.e 2r2g Eddington Drive

'WestVancor,rver, BC Vancouver, BC
6o4.9zr.9181 6o4.736.8936

Arnica at Mayfair
226/ I(e1lyAvenue, Port Coquitlam, BC
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especially windows. Then there is red

eye, caused by the flash reflecting off
the retina, and bright reflections on eye

glasses. Take the shot from the side and

ask them to remove glasses. But these

problems are often unavoidable. If red

eye mars a photo, it can be fixed using

photo software - Picasa is free and easy,

and can fix it.
Poor composition ruins many a good

shot.
. The rule of thirds shows you where

to place the point of interest in your

image; many cameras provide the

grid of two vertical and two horizon-

tal lines on your screen or viewfind-
er. Where two intersect is the sweet

spot for your subject.
. Lead lines draw a viewer to your fo-

cal point. Look for a fence. a curving
lane, or an elephant's trunk. There

may be several lines or only one.
. Make sure there is space for your

subject to look or move into within
the frame.

The grid for the rule of thirds and the
four intersections (sweet spots) aids in

composition.

Finally, some wisdom:
Don't take a new camera on a ma-

jor vacation without reading the manual

and practising lots! I recall two safari

participants who spent time figuring out

their dSLRs on a game drive. By the

time they had it sorted out, the tour was

over.

Without the hiker, we would have no idea

of the scale of these rocks and arch,

which lies near the upper right sweet spot;
she stands in the right vertical as

the focal point.
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Book your FREE hearing test todaY!

Call 1-888-574-9061
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Memory cards:
. Cards can corrupt image data if not formatted often. Ev-

ery night, refotmat the card in the camera after download-
ing your images. If you can't, use a new card every day.
. Don't leave full memory cards in your camera. One

young friend of mine left two full 32GB cards in his that

was stolen at the end of his trip. He lost every photo. Ouch!

Back up your images:
.to a laptop or a tablet every night. If no Intemet is avail-

able for web/cloud storage, then back them up onto a big
USB drive and carry it on your person.
. Separate your backups when travelling - there is abso-

lutely no value in having them in the same bag if it gets

pinched. I even put my camera and laptop into different

bags. Yes, I'm paranoid - but I've lost images this way!

I relished Jackie's photography workshop on the second

day of a month-long vacation. It proved an outstanding and

fun way to improve my skills - the 300 shots I took exceeded

my expectations. I learned to think each one through, employ
new techniques, and instil good habits, ensuring my subse-

quent holiday images turned out well. I recommend a hands-

on, customized workshop to anyone who wants to learn the

basics or up your game, if you are an avid photographer. l!

For more information, visit www.seniorlivingmag.com/qrti-
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PRIDE
GoGo Elite Traueller
SALE $1495 MsRP $iee5

EVOL{JTICIN
Xpresso ?Valker

Cenrerfolding clesrgn and nernr

cable iiee bra<ing sysiern.
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Help For You...- 
...Peace Of Mind For Your Family

Aur Quality People Mtake The Difference!
HOME HEALTH CARE

. Personal Care & Bathing, Medication Assistance

. Alzheimer's / Dementia / Parkinson's / ALS, Care & Support

. Pre and Post Surgical Care, Quadriplegic / Brain lnjury Care

. Palliative Care & Respite & Live-ln

NURSING CARE
. Private Duty Nursing, Wound Care
. Nursing Assessment, Vaccination Clinics

HOMESUPPORT
. Home Cleaning, Companionship
. Meal Preparation, Grocery Shopping, Pet Care
. Transportation To & From Appoiintments

(2s0) 383-4423

1701 lsland Hwy Victoria

24 HR
SUPPORT

7 DAYS
AWEEK
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